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5. For the purposes of this Schedule, “quarter” means:

1) the period commencing January 1 and terminating
March 31;

2) the period commencing April 1 and terminating
June 30;

3) the period commencing July 1 and terminating
September 30;

4) the period commencing October 1 and terminating
December 31.

6. For the purposes of this Schedule, an income
replacement indemnity does not include an income re-
placement indemnity provided for in section 61 of the
Act.
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Notice
An Act respecting industrial accidents and
occupational diseases
(R.S.Q., c. A-3.001)

Retrospective adjustment of the assessment

Notice is hereby given, in accordance with sections 10
and 11 of the Regulations Act (R.S.Q., c. R-18.1), that
the Regulation respecting retrospective adjustment of
the assessment, the text of which appears below, shall be
adopted by the Commission de la santé et de la sécurité
du travail, with or without amendment, upon the expiry
of forty-five (45) days after publication of this notice.

The draft Regulation is intended to replace the current
plan for retrospective adjustment of the assessment that
applies to large companies by a new plan characterized
specifically by the requirement that an employer pay
unit-rates calculated according to risk for the unit in
which the employer is classified, by provisional adjust-
ment of its assessment upon the expiry of 24 months
after the assessment year, and by final adjustment upon
the expiry of 48 months. It also provides that where an
employer so requires, it may obtain a provisional adjust-
ment of its assessment upon the expiry of 36 months.
Furthermore, it provides for the taking into account of
compensation related to a reference period rather than
compensation actually paid during the same period.

The new plan introduces the application of a factor
that varies according to separate claim categories, in-
stead of a single factor, in order to take into account the
future cost of employment injuries sustained during the

assessment year. It also allows for a more equitable
apportionment of the cost of injuries among employers
that qualify for or are subject to such a plan by according
greater consideration to the seriousness of the injuries
sustained in their businesses.

The Regulation also introduces provisions concern-
ing the establishment of the assessment in respect of an
employer that qualifies for or is subject to retrospective
adjustment of its assessment and that employer goes
bankrupt or discontinues its operations. It maintains the
provisions regarding the grouping of employers for the
purposes of retrospective adjustment of their assess-
ments, and contains transitional provisions for the years
1999 to 2003.

The Regulation replaces the Regulation respecting
retrospective adjustment of the assessment enacted by
Order in Council 262-90 of February 28, 1990, which
shall continue to apply in respect of assessment years
prior to 1999.

To date, study of the matter has revealed the follow-
ing impact on the employers directly concerned:

• a stronger incentive for employers to take accident
prevention measures and reintegrate into the workforce
workers who have suffered employment injuries; and

• greater ease of financial planning with respect to
assessments paid to the Commission.

There is no specific foreseeable impact upon small to
medium-sized businesses.

Any interested person having comments to make on
this draft Regulation is asked to send them in writing,
before the expiry of the 45-day period, to Roland
Longchamps, Vice-Chairman for Finance, Commission
de la santé et de la sécurité du travail, 524, rue Bourdages,
Québec (Québec) G1K 7E2.

TREFFLÉ LACOMBE,
Chairman of the Board of Directors and
Chief Executive Officer of the Commission
de la santé et de la sécurité du travail

gazette officielle

gazette officielle
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Regulation respecting retrospective
adjustment of the assessment
An Act respecting industrial accidents and
occupational diseases
(R.S.Q., c. A-3.001, s. 454, par. 1, subpar. 9)

CHAPTER I
PRELIMINARY PROVISIONS

DIVISION I
STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

1. The purpose of this Regulation, as provided for in
section 314 of the Act respecting industrial accidents
and occupational diseases (R.S.Q., c. A-3.001), is to
prescribe the rules pertaining to retrospective adjust-
ment of the assessment of an employer who meets the
requirements prescribed for the assessment year.

DIVISION II
GENERAL PROVISIONS

2. In this Regulation:

“reference period” means the assessment year and the
three years subsequent thereto;

“insurable wages” means the gross wages taken into
consideration, in accordance with
sections 289 or 289.1 of the Act, up
to the maximum yearly insurable
earnings established under sec-
tion 66 of the Act.

3. For the purpose of any calculation performed un-
der this Regulation, if an employer is classified in sev-
eral units, the aggregate of the results obtained for all
such units shall be taken into consideration.

CHAPTER II
REQUIREMENTS

4. An employer qualifies for retrospective adjustment
of his annual assessment as provided for in section 314
of the Act for an assessment year if the result obtained
by multiplying the insurable wages earned by the
employer’s workers during the year prior to the year
preceding the assessment year with respect to the unit in
which the employer is classified for the prior year, by
that unit’s rate according to risk for the prior year, is
equal to or greater than the qualifying threshold deter-
mined in accordance with section 8 for the year prior to
the year preceding the assessment year.

In this Chapter, “unit rate according to risk” means
that portion of the general unit rate that corresponds to
the financial requirements of the Commission de la santé

et de la sécurité du travail apportioned according to risk
at the time the rate is fixed under section 304 of the Act.

For the purposes of this Chapter, the insurable wages
earned in respect of the unit includes the wages of auxil-
iary workers, as apportioned by the Commission pursuant
to the Regulation respecting the classification of employ-
ers, the statement of wages and the rates of assessment
adopted by the Commission de la santé et de la sécurité du
travail by resolution A-73-97 of October 16, 1997 (1997,
G.O. 2, 7441) in respect of the unit.

5. An employer may also, upon filing an application,
qualify for retrospective adjustment of its annual assess-
ment for an assessment year if the employer satisfies
any one of the following conditions:

1) the result obtained by multiplying the insurable
wages earned by the employer’s workers during the
assessment year by the unit rate according to risk for the
unit in which the employer is classified for that year
must be equal to or greater than the qualifying threshold
determined under section 8 for the assessment year; or

2) the employer qualifies for retrospective adjust-
ment of its assessment for the year preceding the assess-
ment year and the result obtained by multiplying the
insurable wages earned by the employer’s workers dur-
ing the year prior to the year preceding the assessment
year by the unit rate according to risk for the unit in
which the employer is classified for that prior year must
be at least equal to 75 % of the threshold determined
under section 8 for the year prior to the year preceding
the assessment year.

6. An employer who qualifies for retrospective ad-
justment of its assessment for an assessment year pursu-
ant to section 4 may request that the qualification be
determined anew for the assessment year by applying
instead the condition stipulated in subparagraph 1 of
section 5.

An employer who does not qualify for retrospective
adjustment of its annual assessment for an assessment
year but who becomes so qualified under section 4 after
the date prescribed for notifying the Commission of the
election contemplated in section 16, is deemed to have
filed an application under the first paragraph.

7. An application made by an employer under sec-
tion 5 and under the first paragraph of section 6 must
reach the Commission before December 15 of the year
preceding the assessment year; the request is irrevocable
for that assessment year from that date forward.
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8. The qualifying threshold for the year prior to the
year preceding 1999 is $310,000.

For every subsequent year, the threshold shall be
determined by applying the following formula, the re-
sult of which shall be rounded up to the nearest $100:

maximum yearly average general
insurable earnings rate adjusted

threshold threshold for for the year according to  risk
for the the for the year
year = preceding x ______________ x _______________

year maximum yearly average general
insurable earnings rate adjusted
for the preceding according to risk
year for the preceding

year

The average adjusted rate according to risk is the rate
established by the Commission at the time of fixing the
rate of assessment applicable to units of classification
for an assessment year in accordance with section 304 of
the Act.

CHAPTER III
RETROSPECTIVE ADJUSTMENT OF THE
EMPLOYER’S ANNUAL ASSESSMENT

9. The Commission shall retrospectively adjust an
employer’s annual assessment after the expiry of the
reference period, in accordance with the rules stipulated
in this Chapter.

DIVISION I
DETERMINATION OF THE ADJUSTED
ASSESSMENT

10. The Commission shall, in accordance with this
Division, determine an employer’s adjusted assessment
by taking into account every industrial accident that has
occurred and every occupational disease reported in that
year and for which accidents and diseases the cost of
benefits was imputed to the employer in full or in part.

§1. Determination of the total cost

11. For each accident and disease contemplated in
section 10, the Commission shall determine the com-
pensation cost in accordance with the rules stipulated in
this Subdivision. The cost corresponds to the amount
required to pay all benefits arising from the accident or
disease with the exception of the portion imputed, under
sections 327, 328 or 329 of the Act, to another em-
ployer, to the employers of one, several, or all the units
or to the reserve provided for in subparagraph 2 of
section 312 of the Act.

The Commission shall then apply, in accordance with
this Subdivision, the factors that allow for the determi-
nation of the total cost of such accidents or diseases.

12. The compensation cost of an accident or disease
contemplated in section 10 shall be determined as fol-
lows:

1) Add up the results obtained from performing the
following calculations:

a) the total cost of rehabilitation benefits to which
the worker is entitled under Chapter IV of the Act (with
the exception of reimbursements made under s. 176 of
the Act), the cost of medical aid benefits to which the
worker is entitled under Chapter V of the Act for ser-
vices rendered or items received during the reference
period, and the cost of services provided by a health
professional designated by the Commission under sec-
tion 204 of the Act in respect of services rendered for
that period.

b) the total income replacement indemnities to which
the worker is entitled under Division I of Chapter III of
the Act and which relate to a period included in the
reference period;

c) the total lump sum death benefits to which the
beneficiaries are entitled under the second paragraph of
section 102 and under section 103 of the Act, where the
minor child of the deceased worker reaches the age of
majority in the reference period, notwithstanding that
the decision granting such benefits has not yet become
final;

d) the total amount of indemnities paid in the form of
a pension to which the beneficiaries are entitled under
section 101 and the first paragraph of section 102 of the
Act and which relate to a period included in the refer-
ence period;

e) the total expenditures repayable under section 111
of the Act for services rendered or items received in the
reference period;

f) the total amount of all other indemnities to which
the beneficiaries are entitled under Division III of Chap-
ter III of the Act where the death occurred during the
reference period, notwithstanding that the decision grant-
ing the indemnities has not yet become final;

g) the total amount of other indemnities to which
the beneficiaries are entitled under Division IV of
Chapter III of the Act for services rendered or items
received during the reference period, or, in the case of a
benefit contemplated in section 116 of the Act, where
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the date on which the assessments are payable falls
within the same period.

2) multiply the results obtained in subparagraph 1 by
the applicable factor determined under Division III of
Schedule 3;

3) add the result obtained in subparagraph 2, the total
indemnities for bodily injuries to which the beneficia-
ries are entitled under Division II of Chapter III of the
Act where the initial decision granting the indemnities
was rendered during the reference period, notwithstand-
ing that the decision has not yet become final, and the
reimbursements made under section 176 of the Act made
during the reference period.

The interest applicable to the benefits shall not be
taken into account for the purpose of the first paragraph.

13. The compensation cost determined in accordance
with section 12 shall be increased by the amount ob-
tained by multiplying the cost by the unit share for the
unit in which the employer is classified to ensure that
the employer bears its portion of the compensation cost
determined on the basis of the cost of benefits imputed
to all employers in the unit as a whole or to all employ-
ers in the several units of which the employer’s unit
forms a part, with the exception of the cost of benefits
imputed to employers in all units. The unit share is
established by applying the following formula:

aggregate compensation cost determined on the basis of the
cost of benefits imputed to all employers in the employer’s
unit or to all employers in the several units of which the
employer’s unit forms a part, excluding the cost of benefits
imputed to employers in all units

unit share = _________________________________________________
aggregate compensation cost determined on the basis of the
cost of benefits imputed to each employer in the unit in which
the employer is classified

14. The total cost of an accident or disease contem-
plated in section 10 is obtained by applying the follow-
ing formula which allows for the coverage of financial
requirements apportioned by the Commission according
to risk at the time of fixing the rates applicable to the
classification units for the assessment year pursuant to
section 304 of the Act, which financial requirements are
established on the basis of the Commission’s financial
statements, excluding however, the costs related to the
distribution of surpluses or the recovery of deficits fi-
nanced according to risk if such surpluses and deficits
were previously considered in retrospective adjustments
for prior years. The formula also allows for the coverage
of the amount required to finance the employer’s por-
tion of the cost of benefits imputed to employers in all

units, the taking into account of corrections to retrospec-
tive adjustments of qualifying employers and ensures
equitable apportionment of assessments between those
employers who qualify for retrospective adjustment of
their assessments and other employers:

total cost = cost of compensation as increased x factor established by the
under section 13 Commission after

actuarial valuation

§2. Application of the assumption limit of the total cost

15. For the purpose of determining the employer’s
adjusted assessment, the total cost of an accident or
disease contemplated in section 10 shall not exceed the
assumption limit elected by the employer or determined
in accordance with this Subdivision.

16. An employer who qualifies for retrospective ad-
justment of its assessment or who requests that it so
qualify pursuant to section 5 in respect of an assessment
year, must forward to the Commission by December 15
of the year preceding the assessment year, a notice stat-
ing that, in respect of that assessment year, the employer
elects to assume the cost of benefits payable with re-
spect to the accidents or diseases contemplated in sec-
tion 10, up to a limit per claim of 11/2, 2, 21/2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8 or 9 times the maximum yearly insurable earnings for
the assessment year.

Failing such notice, the employer is deemed to have
elected the limit of 11/2, 2, 21/2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 or 9 times
the maximum yearly insurable earnings for the assess-
ment year, depending on the election applicable to the
previous year. However, where no such limit applied to
the employer for that year, it is deemed to have elected a
limit equal to 11/2 times the maximum yearly insurable
earnings.

17. Where an employer does not qualify for retro-
spective adjustment of its annual assessment for an as-
sessment year but who subsequently so qualifies for that
year after the deadline prescribed for notifying the Com-
mission of the employer’s election, the employer is
deemed to have elected a limit of 11/2 times the maxi-
mum insurable earnings for that assessment year. How-
ever, where the employer qualified for retrospective
assessment of its assessment for the year preceding the
assessment year, the employer is then deemed to have
elected a limit equal to 11/2, 2, 21/2, 3, 31/2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, or
9 times the maximum insurable earnings, depending on
the election applicable to the previous year.

18. Notice given under section 16 is irrevocable in
respect of an assessment year from December 15 of the
year preceding the assessment year.
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§3. Calculation of the risk-related portion of the
adjusted assessment

19. The Commission shall calculate the risk-related
portion of the employer’s adjusted assessment by total-
ling the following items:

1) the total cost of the accidents and diseases con-
templated in section 10 as limited under Subdivision 2;

2) the cost of insurance determined by applying the
following formula:

result obtained by multiplying
the insurable wages earned

cost of = by the employer’s workers x insurance premium
insurance during the assessment year determined for the

by the risk-related portion assessment year
of the rate applicable to pursuant to section 314
the employer for that year of the Act
pursuant to section 305
of the Act

3) that portion of the assessment which, for the as-
sessment year, is used to finance the effect of acquisi-
tion transactions and corporate reorganization on the
assessment, which assessment was established by the
Commission after actuarial valuation, at the time of
fixing the employer’s first- and second-level adjustment
factors under section 17 and 18 of the Regulation re-
specting personalized rates.1

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the total amount may
not exceed 11/2 times the result obtained by multiplying
the insurable wages earned by the employer’s workers
during the assessment year by the risk-related portion of
the rate applicable to the employer for that year pursuant
to section 305 of the Act.

§4. Calculation of the adjusted assessment

20. The Commission shall determine the employer’s
adjusted assessment by totalling the following items:

1) the risk-related portion of the employer’s adjusted
assessment as calculated under section 19;

2) the portion of the employer’s adjusted assessment
that is used to finance the joint sector-based associations
insofar as applicable to the employer;

3) the employer’s portion of the cost of the financial
requirements not apportioned according to risk, which

portion shall be determined by applying the following
formula:

insurable earnings earned by the the rate established by the
 employer’s workers during x Commission after actuarial
the assessment year valuation and which reflects

the financial requirements not
apportioned according to risk

21. For the purposes of this Chapter and Chapter IV,
in respect of those enterprises to which a specific unit
rate applies, the cost of requirements not financed by the
rate is excluded from the cost of the financial require-
ments considered in applying this Regulation.

DIVISION II
CALCULATION OF THE RETROSPECTIVE
ADJUSTMENT OF THE ASSESSMENT

22. The Commission shall calculate the employer’s
retrospective adjustment of the assessment by calculat-
ing the difference between the assessment adjusted un-
der section 20 and the assessment calculated using the
rate applicable to the employer under section 305 of the
Act for the assessment year, by taking into account,
where applicable, the provisional adjustments provided
for in Chapter IV.

CHAPTER IV
PROVISIONAL ADJUSTMENTS

DIVISION I
INITIAL PROVISIONAL ADJUSTMENT

23. The Commission shall, upon the expiry of the
second year of the reference period, provisionally adjust
an employer’s assessment by performing the calcula-
tions stipulated in Chapter III, taking into account the
following distinctions:

1) in applying section 12, the compensation cost is
the cost determined for the first two years of the refer-
ence period, and, for the purposes of subparagraph 2 of
that section, the applicable factor is the factor deter-
mined under Division I of Schedule 1. The cost is calcu-
lated on the basis of information for those years avail-
able on January 31 of the year following the second year
of the reference period; and

2) in applying section 14, the formula also ensures
that the aggregate risk-related portion of the adjusted
assessment of all employers who qualify for retrospec-
tive adjustment of their assessments for that year ap-
proximates the total amount that the Commission antici-
pates receiving at the time of the retrospective adjustment.

1 The Regulation is published in draft form at page 2301 of this
issue of the Gazette officielle du Québec.
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DIVISION II
SECOND PROVISIONAL ADJUSTMENT

24. The Commission shall, upon the expiry of the
third year of the reference period, provisionally adjust
an employer’s assessment at the request of the employer
by performing the calculations stipulated in Chapter III,
taking into account the following distinctions and the
provisional adjustment provided for in section 23:

1) in applying section 12, the compensation cost is
the cost determined for the first three years of the refer-
ence period, and, for the purposes of subparagraph 2 of
that section, the applicable factor is the factor deter-
mined under Division II of Schedule 1. The cost is
calculated on the basis of information for those years
available on January 31 of the year following the third
year of the reference period; and

2) in applying section 14, the formula also ensures
that the aggregate risk-related portion of the adjusted
assessment of all employers who qualify for retrospec-
tive adjustment of their assessment for that year ap-
proximates the total amount that the Commission antici-
pates receiving at the time of the retrospective adjustment.

An application made by an employer under this sec-
tion must reach the Commission before December 15 of
the third year of the reference period and is irrevocable
from that date forward.

CHAPTER V
BANKRUPTCY OF AN EMPLOYER OR
DISCONTINUANCE OF EMPLOYER’S BUSINESS

DIVISION I
BANKRUPTCY OF AN EMPLOYER

25. The bankruptcy of an employer that occurs within
the first 21 months of the reference period renders the
employer ineligible for retrospective adjustment of its
assessment for the assessment year, and, accordingly,
the employer shall be assessed for that year at the rate
that would otherwise have applied to the employer pur-
suant to section 305 of the Act.

26. The Commission shall calculate the retrospec-
tive adjustment of the assessment of an employer who
qualifies for an adjustment for an assessment year and
whose bankruptcy occurs after the 21st month of the
reference period in accordance with the rules stipulated
in this Chapter on the basis of the date the bankruptcy
occurred.

27. Where the bankruptcy of an employer occurs:

1) after the 21st month of the reference period, retro-
spective adjustment of the assessment for the assess-
ment year shall be calculated upon the expiry of the
second year of the reference period, in accordance with
section 23. In the event that the Commission has already
made an initial provisional adjustment, such adjustment
shall constitute retrospective adjustment of the assess-
ment;

2) after the 33rd month of the reference period, retro-
spective adjustment of the assessment for the assess-
ment year shall be calculated upon the expiry of the
third year of the reference period, in accordance with
section 24, notwithstanding that the employer has not
requested a second provisional adjustment. In the event
that the Commission has already made the second provi-
sional adjustment, such adjustment shall constitute ret-
rospective adjustment of the assessment;

3) after the 45th month of the reference period, the
retrospective adjustment of the assessment for the as-
sessment year shall be calculated upon the expiry of the
reference period, in accordance with section 22, if the
adjustment has not already been made.

DIVISION II
DISCONTINUANCE OF EMPLOYER’S
OPERATIONS

28. An employer who no longer employs any work-
ers because its operations have been discontinued, may
request that the Commission apply sections 25 to 27,
with the necessary changes being made. However, in the
situations provided for in subparagraphs 1 and 2 of
section 27, the Commission shall take account of the
following distinctions:

1) with respect to subparagraph 1 of section 27, the
Commission shall add an amount corresponding to 15 %
of the result obtained by multiplying the insurable wages
earned by the employer’s workers during the assessment
year by the risk-related portion of the rate applicable to
the employer for that year under section 305 of the Act.
However, the sum obtained from the preceding calcula-
tion when added to the risk-related portion of the ad-
justed assessment shall not exceed 11/2 times the afore-
mentioned result;

2) with respect to subparagraph 2 of section 27, the
Commission shall add an amount corresponding to 10 %
of the result obtained by multiplying the insurable wages
earned by the employer’s workers during the assessment
year by the risk-related portion of the rate applicable to
the employer under section 305 of the Act. However,
when the result obtained from the preceding calculation
is added to the risk-related portion of the adjusted as-
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sessment shall not exceed 11/2 times the aforementioned
result;

An application made by the employer under this sec-
tion must reach the Commission no later than the sixti-
eth day following the date of the discontinuance of the
employer’s operations, and is irrevocable from that date
forward.

CHAPTER VI
GROUP OF EMPLOYERS

DIVISION I
PARENT CORPORATION AND ITS SUBSIDIARY

29. In this Division,

“control” means to hold shares, other than as a credi-
tor, representing more than 50 % of the votes needed to
elect a majority of the directors of a corporation;

“group” means a parent corporation and its subsidiar-
ies;

“parent corporation” means a corporation that is not a
subsidiary, and that controls, either directly or through
its subsidiaries, each of the corporations forming a group;

“subsidiary” means a corporation controlled by a par-
ent corporation directly or through subsidiaries.

30. For an assessment year, employers forming a
group may file an application to be considered a single
employer for the purpose of retrospective adjustment of
the assessment.

31. The application referred to in section 30 shall be
filed by all the employers in the group using the form in
Schedule 2.

The application shall be accompanied by the follow-
ing documents:

(1) a resolution from each employer in the group
authorizing the application and designating one person
to sign the application on the employer’s behalf;

(2) a resolution from the parent corporation authoriz-
ing the application filed by its subsidiaries, if the parent
corporation is not an employer;

(3) a resolution from the parent corporation or a sworn
statement by an officer of that corporation attesting to
the composition of the group and to its control of its
subsidiaries; the resolution or statement may not be
dated prior to August 1 of the year preceding the assess-

ment year and shall attest to the composition and to the
control on the date of the resolution or statement.

32. Within 45 days following the request from the
Commission to that effect, a group of employer shall send
the Commission a security in the form in Schedule 3,
signed by all the employers in the group, whereby they
solidarily stand surety for each other respecting the as-
sessment due by the group, including the adjustments, to a
maximum of 50 % of the amount corresponding to the
sum of the product of the estimated insurable wages for
each employer in the group for the assessment year multi-
plied by the risk-related portion of the assessment rate
applicable to the employer under section 305 of the Act
for the year preceding the assessment year, and any inter-
est due to the Commission. The parent corporation shall,
even when it is not an employer, sign the security.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, an employer is not
required to stand surety for another member of the group
where the employer is prohibited from doing so by the
Act under which it was incorporated.

Failure by the group to submit the security, as well as
any other document required under this Regulation, to
the Commission within the period prescribed constitutes
a revocation of the application filed under section 30.

33. The group may, in order to take into account the
security required under section 32, submit to the Com-
mission an insurance contract, a security contract or a
guarantee contract of a legal person governed by the
Bank Act (R.S.C., 1985, c. B-1), the Quebec Savings
Banks Act (R.S.C., 1970, c. B-4), the Savings and Credit
Unions Act (R.S.Q., c. C-4.1), the Act respecting trust
companies and savings companies (R.S.Q., c. S-29.01),
the Act respecting Insurance (R.S.Q., c. A-32) or the
Canadian and British Insurance Companies Act (R.S.C.,
1979, c. I-15), whereby the person undertakes to pay the
contribution due by the group, including adjustments, to
a maximum of 50 % of the amount corresponding to the
sum of the product of the estimated insurable wages for
each employer in the group for the assessment year
multiplied by the employer’s risk-related portion of the
assessment rate applicable to it pursuant to section 305
of the Act for the year preceding the assessment year,
and any interest due to the Commission.

The contract shall remain in force until the expiration
of the second year following the year of retrospective
adjustment of the assessment provided for in section 22.

34. The application referred to in section 30 shall be
filed with the Commission prior to October 1 of the year
preceding the assessment year and is irrevocable from
January 1 of the assessment year.
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The Commission shall rule on the admissibility of the
application on the basis of the information included
therein on September 30 of the year preceding the as-
sessment year and on the information that the Commis-
sion has in its possession at the time.

35. For the purposes of this Chapter, a subsidiary in
bankruptcy or being wound up when the application
provided for in section 30 is submitted is not considered
to be controlled by its parent corporation.

36. An employer who, after the date of the resolution
or statement prescribed in subparagraph 3 of the second
paragraph of section 31, becomes a subsidiary of the
parent corporation of a group of employers who have
filed an application under section 30 is considered part
of the group for that year for the assessment year from
the date on which the employer becomes a subsidiary.
The same applies to a subsidiary that later becomes an
employer, from the same date.

The election made by the group under Subdivision 2
of Division I of Chapter III is applicable to the em-
ployer.

37. An employer who has filed an application under
section 30 and who ceases to be controlled by the parent
corporation after the date of the resolution or statement
prescribed in subparagraph 3 of the second paragraph of
section 30 is no longer considered part of the group,
from the date on which the employer ceases to be so
controlled.

If the employer then qualifies for retrospective ad-
justment of the assessment under section 4 for the as-
sessment year, it is then considered to have elected the
limit applicable to the group unless the employer sends
to the Commission the notice provided for in section 16
within the prescribed period.

38. A group of employers that qualifies for or is
subject to retrospective adjustment of the assessment
pursuant to an application filed under section 30 and that
ceases to qualify for or be subject thereto for a year may
not file a new application under that section before the
expiry of a 5-year period from that year.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the first paragraph
does not apply to a group of employers that ceases to
qualify for or be subject to retrospective adjustment
because it no longer satisfies the requirements stipulated
in section 4, except if it does not file an application
under section 30 for a year as soon as it meets again the
requirements provided for in section 4.

39. A group of employers that qualifies for or is
subject to retrospective adjustment of the assessment for
a given year pursuant to an application filed under sec-
tion 45 and that ceases to so qualify or be subject thereto
for a year may not file an application under section 30
before the expiry of a 5-year period from that year.

40. A group of employers that qualifies for or is
subject to retrospective adjustment of the assessment
pursuant to an application filed under section 45 may
not file an application under section 30 before the expiry
of a 5-year period during which it continually qualified
therefor or was continually subject thereto, pursuant to
an application filed under section 45.

Notwithstanding the first paragraph, a group of em-
ployers that qualifies for or is subject to retrospective
adjustment of the assessment pursuant to an application
filed under section 45 and that may not, for a year,
submit an application under that section because it can-
not form subgroups, including a residual subgroup where
applicable, or because it cannot form more than one
subgroup, including the residual subgroup, reaching the
threshold for the year prior to the year preceding the
assessment year, may file an application under section 30
for that year, and, if it qualifies for or is subject to
retrospective adjustment, it is considered, for the pur-
pose of the first paragraph, to have qualified for or been
subject thereto for that year pursuant to an application
filed under section 45.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, as soon as the group
referred to in the second paragraph can form subgroups
again for a given year, including a residual subgroup
where applicable, or form more than one subgroup, in-
cluding the residual subgroup, reaching the threshold
for the year prior to the year preceding the assessment
year, for one year, it shall file an application under
section 45 for the same year, unless the period pre-
scribed in the first paragraph has expired.

A group of employers that qualifies for or is subject to
retrospective adjustment of the assessment pursuant to an
application filed under section 45 and that may not, for
one year, qualify for retrospective adjustment of the as-
sessment pursuant to applications filed under sections 30
and 45 is considered, for the purpose of the first para-
graph, to have so qualified or been subject thereto for that
year pursuant to an application filed under section 45,
except if that group does not file an application under that
section 45 for one year as soon as it can form subgroups
again, including a residual subgroup where applicable, or
form more than one subgroup, including the residual sub-
group, reaching the threshold for the year prior to the year
preceding the assessment year, or if it does not file an
application, for one year, under section 30 in compliance
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with the second paragraph as soon as it meets the require-
ments of section 4.

For the purposes of this section, any group having the
same parent corporation as the group that ceased to
qualify for or be subject to retrospective adjustment is
deemed to be the same group.

A parent corporation is deemed to be the same parent
corporation as that of a group that previously qualified
for or was subject to retrospective adjustment, if it is
controlled by the same person or group of persons or by
related persons or related groups within the meaning of
sections 17 to 21 of the Taxation Act (R.S.Q., c. I-3)
with the exception of paragraph b of section 20 of that
Act.

41. Employers considered one and the same employer
for the purpose of retrospective adjustment of the as-
sessment for a given year shall furnish, prior to March 1
of the following year, a certificate from an outside audi-
tor attesting to the composition of the group, to the
parent corporation’s control of its subsidiaries during
the assessment year, and to any change in the group
having occurred during that given year.

42. A group that files an application under section 5
is not entitled to have its qualification for retrospective
adjustment of its assessment determined on the basis of
subparagraph 1 of that section.

43. For the purpose of apportioning the retrospec-
tively adjusted assessment among the employers in the
group, the Commission shall calculate the adjusted as-
sessment of each employer.

The risk-related portion of each employer’s adjusted
assessment is then multiplied by the result obtained by
applying the following formula:

risk-related portion of the group’s adjusted assessment
________________________________________________

aggregate risk-related portions of the adjusted
assessment of each employer in the group

DIVISION II
SECOND-LEVEL PARENT CORPORATION
AND ITS SUBSIDIARIES

44. In this Division,

“control” means to control as defined in section 29;

“group” means a group as defined in section 29;

“parent corporation” means a parent corporation as
defined in section 29;

“residual subgroup” means a parent corporation and
the corporations it controls directly or indirectly and that
are not part of a subgroup;

“second-level parent corporation” means a corpora-
tion controlled directly by the parent corporation and
that controls, either directly or through its subsidiaries,
each of the corporations forming a subgroup;

“subgroup” means a second-level parent corporation
and its subsidiaries;

“subsidiary” means a corporation controlled by a sec-
ond-level parent corporation directly or through its sub-
sidiaries.

45. For an assessment year, employers belonging to
the same group may form subgroups, including a re-
sidual subgroup where applicable, and may file an appli-
cation requesting that each subgroup of employers, and
the residual subgroup of employers thus formed where
applicable, be considered one and the same employer
for the purpose of retrospective adjustment of the as-
sessment.

46. The application referred to in section 45 shall be
filed by all the employers in the group in the form in
Schedule 4.

47. First, when filing an application, the employers
forming a subgroup not reaching the qualifying thresh-
old for the year prior to the year preceding the assess-
ment year, shall be grouped with the employers of the
residual subgroup, if any, and are then considered part
of that subgroup.

Secondly, the employers of the residual subgroup not
reaching the threshold for the year prior to the year
preceding the assessment year, shall be grouped with the
employers of a subgroup reaching the threshold and are
then considered part of that subgroup.

48. When filing an application, if there is no residual
subgroup, the employers of a subgroup not reaching the
qualifying threshold stipulated in section 4, shall be
grouped with the parent corporation that is an employer
and is then considered part of the subgroup thus formed.

If the subgroup formed under the first paragraph does
not reach the threshold for the year prior to the year
preceding the assessment year, all the employers of that
subgroup shall be grouped with the employers of a sub-
group reaching the threshold, and are then considered
part of that subgroup.
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49. When filing an application, if no residual sub-
group or parent corporation is an employer, the employ-
ers in a subgroup not reaching the qualifying threshold
for the year prior to the year preceding the assessment
year shall be grouped in a single subgroup if there are
several subgroups.

If only one subgroup not reaching the threshold or if
the subgroup formed under the first paragraph does not
reach the threshold, all the employers of any of those
subgroups, as applicable, shall be grouped with the em-
ployers of a subgroup reaching the threshold and are
then considered part of that subgroup.

50. Subject to the first paragraph of section 48, the
parent corporation that is an employer when the applica-
tion referred to in section 45 is submitted shall be
grouped, if there is no residual subgroup, with a sub-
group reaching the qualifying threshold for the year
prior to the year preceding the assessment year and is
then considered part of that subgroup.

51. The parent corporation that is not an employer
when the application referred to in section 45 is submit-
ted shall, if there is no residual subgroup reaching the
qualifying threshold for the year prior to the year pre-
ceding the assessment year, designate the subgroup reach-
ing the threshold with which the parent corporation will
form a group if it later becomes an employer.

52. The parent corporation shall designate, through a
resolution, one and the same subgroup reaching the
qualifying threshold for the year prior to the year pre-
ceding the assessment year for the purposes of the sec-
ond paragraph of section 47, the second paragraph of
section 48, the second paragraph of section 49 and sec-
tions 50 and 51.

The subgroup designated under the previous para-
graph is deemed to be the subgroup designated for the
purposes of the second paragraph of section 47, the
second paragraph of section 48, the second paragraph of
section 49 and sections 50 and 51 for the three following
consecutive years when such designation is necessary,
except if that subgroup no longer reaches the threshold
for the year prior to the year preceding the assessment
year.

For the purposes of the second paragraph of this
section, any subgroup of employers having the same
second-level parent corporation as the designated sub-
group is deemed to be the same subgroup as the desig-
nated subgroup.

A second-level parent corporation is deemed to be the
same second-level parent corporation as that of the des-

ignated subgroup if it controls, directly of through sub-
sidiaries, the second-level parent corporation of the des-
ignated subgroup.

53. The application referred to in section 45 shall be
accompanied by the following documents:

(1) a resolution from each of the employers in the
group authorizing the application and designating one
person to sign the application on the employer’s behalf;

(2) a resolution from the parent corporation authoriz-
ing the application filed by the employers where the
parent corporation is not itself an employer;

(3) a resolution from the parent corporation or a sworn
statement by an officer of that corporation attesting to
the composition of the group, of each subgroup and of
the residual subgroup as well as to the parent
corporation’s control of each corporation in the group
and to the second-level parent corporation’s control of
its subsidiaries; the resolution or statement may not be
dated prior to August 1 of the year preceding the assess-
ment year and shall attest to the composition and to the
control on the date of the resolution or statement;

(4) if necessary, a resolution from the parent corpo-
ration designating a subgroup reaching the qualifying
threshold for the year prior to the year preceding the
assessment year, in accordance with the first paragraph
of section 52.

54. The application referred to in section 45 shall be
filed with the Commission before October 1 of the year
preceding the assessment year and is irrevocable from
January 1 of the assessment year.

Subject to the following paragraphs, the Commission
shall rule on the admissibility of the application on the
basis of the information included therein on September
30 of the year preceding the assessment year and on the
basis of information in the possession of the Commis-
sion at that time.

Within 45 days following the request by the Commis-
sion to that effect, each subgroup of employers, and,
where applicable, the residual subgroup of employers,
shall send the Commission a security in the form in
Schedule 5, signed by all the employers in the subgroup
or in the residual subgroup, whereby they solidarily
stand surety for each other respecting the assessment
due by the subgroup or the residual subgroup, including
adjustments up to a maximum of 50 % of the amount
corresponding to the sum of the product of the estimated
insurable wages for each employer in the subgroup or
residual subgroup for the assessment year multiplied by
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the risk-related portion of the assessment rate applicable
to the employer under section 305 of the Act for the year
preceding the assessment year, and any interest due to
the Commission. The second-level parent corporation
shall, even when it is not an employer, sign the security
for the subgroup it is considered part of under sec-
tion 61; the same applies to the parent corporation that is
not an employer for the subgroup it is considered part of
under section 62.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, an employer is not
required to stand surety for another member of the sub-
group or residual subgroup where the employer is pro-
hibited from doing so by the Act under which it was
incorporated.

Following the examination of the application, if a
resolution from the parent corporation designating a
subgroup reaching the qualifying threshold for the year
prior to the year preceding the assessment year is re-
quired under the first paragraph of section 52, the reso-
lution and any other document required by the Commis-
sion, shall be submitted within the period prescribed in
the third paragraph of this section.

The failure by a subgroup, the residual subgroup or
the parent corporation to submit the documents required
under this Regulation to the Commission within the
period prescribed constitutes a revocation of the appli-
cation filed under section 45.

55. The subgroup or residual subgroup may, in order
to take into account the security provided for in section 54,
submit to the Commission an insurance contract, a secu-
rity contract or a guarantee contract of a legal person
governed by the Bank Act (R.S.C., 1985, c. B-1), the
Quebec Savings Banks Act (R.S.C., 1970, c. B-4), the
Savings and Credit Unions Act (R.S.Q., c. C-4.1), the Act
respecting trust companies and savings companies (R.S.Q.,
c. S-29.01), the Act respecting Insurance (R.S.Q., c. A-32)
or the Canadian and British Insurance Companies Act
(R.S.C., 1979, c. I-15), whereby the person undertakes to
pay the contribution due by the group, including adjust-
ments, to a maximum of 50 % of the amount correspond-
ing to the sum of the product of the estimated insurable
wages for each employer in the subgroup or residual
subgroup for the assessment year multiplied by the risk-
related portion of the assessment rate applicable to the
employer under section 305 of the Act for the year preced-
ing the assessment year, and any interest due to the Com-
mission.

This contract shall remain in force until the expiry of
the second year following retrospective adjustment of
the assessment provided for in section 22.

56. For the purposes of this Chapter, a corporation in
bankruptcy or being wound up when the application
provided for in section 45 is submitted is not considered
to be controlled by its second-level parent corporation
or its parent corporation.

57. An employer who, after the date of the resolution
or statement prescribed in subparagraph 3 of section 53,
becomes a subsidiary of a second-level parent corpora-
tion of a subgroup of employers is considered part of the
same subgroup or residual subgroup as those employers
for the assessment year from the date on which the
employer becomes a subsidiary. The same applies to a
subsidiary that later becomes an employer, from the
same date.

The election made by the subgroup or residual group
under Subdivision 2 of Division I of Chapter III is
applicable to the employer.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, if the employer was
already controlled by its parent corporation or was a
subsidiary of another second-level parent corporation, it
shall continue to be part of the same subgroup or re-
sidual subgroup to which it belonged for the assessment
year.

58. Subject to the first paragraph of section 57 and
subject to section 61, an employer who, after the date of
the resolution or statement prescribed in subparagraph 3
of section 53, becomes controlled by the parent corpora-
tion is considered part of the same subgroup or residual
subgroup as the parent corporation for the assessment
year from that date or is considered part of the subgroup
designated by the parent corporation in accordance with
section 51. The same applies to a corporation controlled
by the parent corporation that later becomes an em-
ployer from the same date.

The election made by the subgroup or residual sub-
group under Subdivision 2 of Division I of Chapter III is
applicable to the employer.

59. An employer who, after the date of the resolution
or statement prescribed in subparagraph 3 of section 53,
ceases to be a subsidiary of a second-level parent corpo-
ration is no longer considered part of the subgroup or
residual group to which it belonged, from the date on
which the employer ceases to be so controlled.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, if the employer is still
controlled by the parent corporation or becomes a sub-
sidiary of another second-level parent corporation, it
shall continue to be part of the subgroup or residual
subgroup to which it belonged for the assessment year.
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60. An employer who, after the date of the resolution
or statement prescribed in subparagraph 3 of section 53,
ceases to be controlled directly or indirectly by the
parent corporation, is no longer considered part of the
subgroup or residual subgroup to which it belonged
from the date on which the employer ceased to be so
controlled.

If the employer subsequently qualifies for or becomes
subject to retrospective adjustment of the assessment for
the assessment year under section 4, it is then deemed to
have elected the limit applicable to the group unless it
sends to the Commission the notice provided for in
section 16 within the prescribed period.

61. A second-level parent corporation that is not an
employer when the application prescribed in section 45
is submitted and that later becomes an employer is then
considered part of the same subgroup or residual sub-
group as its subsidiaries from that date and for the
assessment year. The election made by the subgroup or
residual subgroup under Subdivision 2 of Division I of
Chapter III applies to it.

62. A parent corporation that is not an employer
when the application prescribed in section 45 is submit-
ted and that later becomes an employer is, if there was a
residual subgroup reaching the qualifying threshold for
the year prior to the year preceding the assessment year
when the application was submitted, considered part of
the residual subgroup or the subgroup designated under
the first paragraph of section 52, from that date and for
the assessment year.

The election made by the subgroup or residual sub-
group in accordance with Subdivision 2 of Division I of
Chapter III is, in the case referred to in the preceding
paragraph, applicable to the parent corporation.

63. A group of employers that qualifies for or is
subject to retrospective adjustment of the assessment by
subgroups, including a residual subgroup where appli-
cable, pursuant to an application filed under section 45
and that ceases to so qualify or be subject thereto for one
year may not file a new application under section 45
before the expiry of a 5-year period from that year.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the first paragraph
does not apply to a group of employers that ceases to
qualify for or be subject to retrospective adjustment for
one year because it cannot form subgroups, including a
residual subgroup where applicable, or because it can-
not form more than one subgroup, including the residual
subgroup, reaching the qualifying threshold for the year
prior to the year preceding the assessment year and that
files an application under section 30 for that year and

qualifies for or is subject to retrospective adjustment for
that year.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, as soon as the group
referred to in the second paragraph may, for one year,
form subgroups again, including a residual subgroup where
applicable, or form more than one subgroup, including the
residual subgroup, reaching the qualifying threshold for
the year prior to the year preceding the assessment year, it
shall file an application under section 45 for the same
year, failing which the exclusion provided for in the first
paragraph will be applicable to it.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the first paragraph
does not apply to a group of employers that ceases to
qualify for or be subject to retrospective adjustment for
one year because it may not qualify for or be subject
thereto pursuant to applications filed under sections 30
and 45.

Subject to the third paragraph, as soon as the group of
employers referred to in the fourth paragraph meets
again the requirements provided for in section 4, for one
year, it shall file an application under section 30 for the
same year, failing which the exclusion provided for in
the first paragraph will be applicable to it.

64. Subject to section 65, a group of employers that
qualifies for or is subject to retrospective adjustment of
the assessment for one year pursuant to an application
filed under section 30, and that ceases to so qualify or be
subject thereto for one year, may not file an application
under section 45 before the expiry of a 5-year period
from that year.

65. A group of employers that qualifies for or is
subject to retrospective adjustment of the assessment
pursuant to an application filed under section 30, may
not file an application under section 45 before the expiry
of a 5-year period during which it continuously so quali-
fied or was subject thereto, pursuant to an application
filed under section 30.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the first paragraph
does not apply to a group of employers that, when the
initial application under section 30 was submitted, could
not file an application under section 45 because it could
not form subgroups, including a residual subgroup where
applicable, or because it could not form more than one
subgroup, including the residual subgroup, reaching the
qualifying threshold for the year prior to the year pre-
ceding the assessment year.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, as soon as the group
referred to in the second paragraph can form subgroups,
including a residual subgroup where applicable, for one
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year, or can form more than one subgroup, reaching the
threshold for the year prior to the year preceding
 the assessment year, it shall file an application under
section 45 for the same year, failing which the period
prescribed in the first paragraph of this section applies.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, a year for which a
group of employers may not file an application under
section 30 because it no longer meets the requirements
prescribed in section 4 is, for the purposes of the first
paragraph of this section, deemed to be a year during
which a corporation qualifies for or is subject to retro-
spective adjustment pursuant to an application filed un-
der section 30, except if that group does not file an
application under that section as soon as it meets again
the requirements prescribed in section 4, unless the pe-
riod prescribed in the first paragraph has expired.

66. For the purposes of sections 63 to 65, any group
having the same parent corporation as that of a group
that ceased to qualify for or be subject to retrospective
adjustment or having filed an application under sec-
tion 30 is deemed to be the same group.

A parent corporation is deemed to be the same parent
corporation as that of a group that previously qualified
for or was subject to retrospective adjustment, if it is
controlled by the same person or group of persons or by
related persons or related groups within the meaning of
sections 17 to 21 of the Taxation Act (R.S.Q., c. I-3),
with the exception of paragraph b of section 20 of that
Act.

67. Employers that qualify for or are subject to retro-
spective adjustment of the assessment for a given year
pursuant to an application filed under section 45 shall
furnish, prior to March 1 of the following year a certifi-
cate from an outside auditor attesting to the composition
of the group, of each subgroup and the residual sub-
group as well as to the parent corporation’s control of
the group corporations, to the second-level parent
corporation’s control of its subsidiaries during the as-
sessment year, and to any change in a group, subgroup
or residual subgroup having occurred during the year.

68. A group that files an application under section 5
with regard to a subgroup or residual subgroup is not
entitled to have the qualification for retrospective ad-
justment of the assessment of that group or residual
subgroup determined on the basis of subparagraph 1 of
that section.

69. For the purposes of apportioning the retrospec-
tively adjusted assessment among the employers in the
group or residual subgroup, the Commission shall cal-
culate the adjusted assessment of each employer.

The risk-related portion of each employer’s adjusted
assessment is then multiplied by the result obtained by
applying the following formula:

risk-related portion of the adjusted assessment of the
subgroup or residual subgroup

_________________________________________________
aggregate risk-related portions of the adjusted assessment

of each employer in the subgroup or residual subgroup

DIVISION III
HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES
PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS

70. In this Division,

“board of directors” means a board of directors estab-
lished under sections 119 to 125, 127, or 128 of the Act
respecting health services and social services (R.S.Q.,
c. S-4.2);

“group” means a set of institutions administered by
the same board of directors; and

“institution” means a public institution covered by
section 98 of the Act respecting health services and
social services (R.S.Q., c. S-4.2).

71. For an assessment year, employers belonging to
the same group may file an application to be considered
a single employer for the purposes of retrospective ad-
justment of the assessment.

72. The application provided for in section 71 shall
be filed by all the employers in the group in the form in
Schedule 6.

The application shall be accompanied by the follow-
ing documents:

(1) a resolution from the board of directors authoriz-
ing the filing of the application in respect of all the
employers in the group and designating one person to
sign the application on the group’s behalf;

(2) a resolution from the board of directors, attesting
to the composition of the group; the resolution shall not
be dated prior to August 1 of the year preceding the
assessment year and shall attest to the composition on
the date of the resolution.

73. The application provided for in section 71 shall
be filed with the Commission before October 1 of the
year preceding the assessment year and is irrevocable
from January 1 of the assessment year.
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The Commission shall rule on the admissibility of the
application on the basis of the information contained
therein on September 30 of the year preceding the as-
sessment year and on the basis of the information in the
Commission’s possession at that time.

74. An employer who, after the date of the resolution
provided for in subparagraph 2 of section 72, comes
under the administration of the board of directors of a
group that has filed an application under section 71 is
considered part of that group for the assessment year
from the date on which such administration begins. The
same applies to an institution that is administered by
that board of directors and that subsequently becomes
an employer, from the same date.

The election made by the group under Subdivision 2
of Division I of Chapter III is applicable to the group.

75. An employer who, after the date of the resolution
provided for in subparagraph 2 of section 72, ceases to
be administered by the board of directors of the group is
no longer considered part of that group, from the date on
which that administration ceases.

76. A group of employers that qualifies for or is
subject to retrospective adjustment of the assessment
pursuant to an application filed under section 71 and that
ceases to so qualify or be subject thereto for a year shall
not file a new application under that section before the
expiry of a 5-year period from that year.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the first paragraph
does not apply to a group of employers that ceases to
qualify for or be subject to retrospective adjustment
because it no longer meets the requirements provided
for in section 4, unless it does not file an application
under section 71, for one year, as soon as it again meets
those requirements.

For the purpose of this section, any group having the
same board of directors as the group that ceased to
qualify for or be subject to retrospective adjustment is
deemed to be the same group.

77. The employers in the group shall file, prior to
March 1 of the year following the assessment year, a
resolution of the board of directors attesting to the com-
position of the group during the assessment year and to
any change in the group having occurred during that
year.

78. A group that files an application under section 5
is not entitled to have its qualification for retrospective
adjustment of its assessment determined on the basis of
subparagraph 1 of that section.

79. For the purposes of apportioning the retrospec-
tively adjusted assessment among the employers in the
group, the Commission shall calculate the adjusted as-
sessment of each employer.

The risk-related portion of each employer’s adjusted
assessments is then multiplied by the result obtained by
applying the following formula:

risk-related portion of the group’s adjusted assessment
________________________________________________

aggregate risk-related portions of the adjusted
assessment of each employer in the group

DIVISION I
BANKRUPTCY OF AN EMPLOYER IN A GROUP,
SUBGROUP OR RESIDUAL SUBGROUP

80. The bankruptcy of an employer who is part of a
group, subgroup or residual subgroup contemplated in
Divisions I and II and which bankruptcy occurs within
the first 21 months of the reference period, renders the
employer ineligible for retrospective adjustment of its
assessment for the assessment year, and accordingly, it
shall be assessed for that year at the rate that would
otherwise have applied to it under section 305 of the
Act.

Accordingly, the employer is considered never to have
been part of the group, subgroup or residual subgroup
for the purpose of calculating, for the assessment year,
any adjustment of the assessment of the other employers
in the group, subgroup or residual subgroup.

81. The Commission shall calculate the retrospec-
tive adjustment of the assessment of an employer who is
part of a group, subgroup or residual subgroup for an
assessment year and whose bankruptcy occurs after the
21st month of the reference period in accordance with
the rules stipulated in sections 26 and 27, with the nec-
essary changes being made.

The employer is accordingly considered never to have
been part of the group, subgroup or residual subgroup
for the purpose of calculating, for the assessment year,
any adjustment of the assessment of the other employers
in the group, subgroup or residual subgroup, subsequent
to the adjustment made under the first paragraph.

82. Section 80 does not operate so as to reduce the
obligations stipulated in the security signed by all the
employers in a group, subgroup or residual subgroup or
the obligations in the security substituted for such secu-
rity pursuant to sections 32, 32, 54 or 55.
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CHAPTER VII
FINAL AND TRANSITIONAL PROVISIONS

83. Notwithstanding section 4, the employer who,
for the 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002 and 2003 assessment
years, does not satisfy the conditions stipulated in this
section in order to qualify for retrospective adjustment
of its assessment, may so qualify if it files an application
with the Commission under section 5 and satisfies either
of the conditions of that section or the following two
conditions:

1) the employer must have qualified for retrospective
adjustment of its assessment for at least one of the two
years preceding the 1999 assessment year and, for the
2000 to 2003 assessment years, it must have qualified
for the adjustment continuously from the 1999 assess-
ment year up to the year preceding the assessment year;
and

2) the result obtained by multiplying the insurable
wages earned by the employer’s workers during the year
prior to the year preceding the assessment year by the
unit rate in which the employer was classified for that
prior year must be equal to or greater than the transi-
tional threshold for the year prior to the year preceding
the assessment year.

For the purposes of this section, the transitional thresh-
old of the year prior to the year preceding 1999 is
$440,000 and is established for each subsequent year by
applying the following formula and rounding up the
result thus obtained to the nearest $100:

maximum yearly
insurable earnings average provincial

transitional transitional for the year rate for the year
threshold for = threshold for x _______________ x _______________

the year the preceding maximum yearly average provincial
year insurable earnings rate for the preceding

for the preceding year
year

The average provincial rate for a given year is the rate
calculated by the Commission at the time of fixing the
assessment rates of classification units for that year
under section 304 of the Act.

84. For the 1999 assessment year, an employer who
fails to send the notice provided for in Subdivision 2 of
Division I of Chapter III is deemed to have elected a
limit equal to the result obtained by multiplying 3 by 1/2,
1, 2 or 3, depending on the election made for 1998, and
by the maximum yearly insurable earnings for 1999.
However, where no limit applied to an employer for
1998, that employer is deemed to have elected a limit
equal to 11/2 times the maximum yearly insurable earn-
ings for 1999, for the 1999 assessment year.

85. This Regulation replaces the Regulation respect-
ing retroactive adjustment of the assessment enacted by
Order-in-Council 262-90 of February 28, 1990. How-
ever, the replaced Regulation continues to apply to
assessment years prior to the 1999 assessment year.

86. This Regulation has effect from the 1999 assess-
ment year.

87. This Regulation comes into force on the day of
its publication in the Gazette officielle du Québec.

SCHEDULE 1
(ss. 12, 23 and 24)

DIVISION I

1. For the purpose of section 23, the Commission
shall determine the category applicable to the accident
or disease from among the following categories and
shall apply the corresponding factor indicated below:

1) Death: accident or disease resulting in death be-
fore the end of the second year of the reference period:

1 + (0.300 x A);

2) Inactive: accident or disease that does not give rise
to any income replacement indemnity in respect of the
final quarter of the second year of the reference period:

1 + (0.200 x A);

3) Active: accident or disease that gives rise to in-
come replacement indemnities in respect of the final
quarter of the second year of the reference period:

1 + (3.400 x A);

where A corresponds to the coefficient determined by
the Commission after actuarial valuation for the pur-
poses of this Division to ensure that the factor takes into
account the cost, on July 1 of the assessment year, of the
employment injuries for that year as established on the
basis of the Commission’s financial statements and any
corrections that may be made to the compensation cost
of employment injuries outside the first two years of the
reference period.

DIVISION II

1. For the purpose of section 24, the Commission
shall determine the category applicable to the accident
or disease from among the following categories and
shall apply the corresponding factor indicated below:
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1) Death: accident or disease resulting in death be-
fore the end of the third year of the reference period:

1 + (0.210 x B);

2) Inactive: accident or disease that does not give rise
to any income replacement indemnity in respect of the
third year of the reference period:

1 + (0.120 x B);

3) Active: accident or disease that gives rise to in-
come replacement indemnities in respect of the third
year of the reference period:

a) where no income replacement indemnity relates to
either one of the final two quarters of that year:

1 + (0.450 x B);

b) where the income replacement indemnities relate
to either one of the final two quarters of that year:

1 + (2.160 x B);

where B corresponds to the coefficient determined by
the Commission after actuarial valuation for the pur-
poses of this Division to ensure that the factor takes into
account the cost, on July 1 of the assessment year, of the
employment injuries for that year as established on the
basis of the Commission’s financial statements and any
corrections that may be made to the compensation cost
of employment injuries outside the first two years of the
reference period.

DIVISION III

1. For the purpose of section 12, the Commission
shall determine the category applicable to the accident
or disease from among the following categories and
shall apply the factor indicated below:

1) Death: accident or disease resulting in death be-
fore the end of the reference period:

1 + (0.150 x C);

2) Inactive: accident or disease that does not give rise
to any income replacement indemnity in respect of the
final two years of the reference period:

1 + (0.100 x C);

3) Active: accident or disease that gives rise to in-
come replacement indemnities in respect of the final
two years of the reference period:

a) where the income replacement indemnity relates
to only one quarter of the two years:

1 + (0.275 x C);

b) where the income replacement indemnities relate
to two quarters of the two years:

1 + (0.450 x C);

c) where the income replacement indemnities relate
to three quarters of the two years:

1 + (0.625 x C);

d) where the income replacement indemnities relate
to four quarters of the two years:

1 + (0.800 x C);

e) where the income replacement indemnities relate
to five quarters of the two years:

1 + (0.975 x C);

f) where the income replacement indemnities relate
to six quarters of the two years:

1 + (1.150 x C);

g) where the income replacement indemnities relate
to seven quarters of the two years:

1 + (1.325 x C);

h) where the income replacement indemnities relate
to eight quarters of the two years:

1 + (1.500 x C);

where C corresponds to the coefficient determined by
the Commission after actuarial valuation for the pur-
poses of this Division to ensure that the factor takes into
account the cost, on July 1 of the assessment year, of the
employment injuries for that year as established on the
basis of the Commission’s financial statements and any
corrections that may be made to the compensation cost
of employment injuries outside the reference period.

DIVISION IV

4. For the purposes of this Schedule, “quarter” means:

1) the period commencing January 1 and terminating
March 31;
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2) the period commencing April 1 and terminating
June 30;

3) the period commencing July 1 and terminating
September 30;

4) the period commencing October 1 and terminating
December 31.

5. For the purpose of determining the factor appli-
cable under this Schedule, the Commission shall not
take into account the fact that a portion of the cost of
accident or sickness benefits contemplated in section 10
is, pursuant to sections 328 or 329 of the Act, imputed to
another employer, to employers of one, several or all of
the units or to the reserve provided for in subparagraph 2
of section 312 of the Act.

6. For the purposes of this Schedule, an income
replacement indemnity does not include an income re-
placement indemnity provided for in section 61 of the
Act.

SCHEDULE 2
(s. 30)

APPLICATION TO FORM A GROUP FOR THE
PURPOSE OF RETROSPECTIVE ADJUSTMENT
OF THE ASSESSMENT

(Regulation respecting retrospective adjustment of
the assessment)

The employers designated below apply to be consid-
ered one and the same employer for the purpose of
retrospective adjustment of the assessment for the
________ assessment year.

They declare that they form a group within the mean-
ing of Division I of Chapter VI of the Regulation re-
specting retrospective adjustment of the assessment.

They appoint ________________________________
(insert name of employer)

to inform the Commission of the employer’s assumption
limit elected under Subdivision 2 of Division I of Chap-
ter III.

Designation of each corporation with the signature of
the person authorized to sign the application:

“employer” ____________________________________
(designation)

___________________ _______________________
Signature Date

(duly authorized person)

“employer” ____________________________________
(designation)

___________________ _______________________
Signature Date

(duly authorized person)

SCHEDULE 3
(s. 32)

SECURITY

APPEARING:

______________________________________________________________,
represented by ________________________________,
(name and address of parent corporation even if not an
employer)
duly authorized by a resolution of its board of directors
attached hereto;

________________________________________________________________,
represented by ________________________________,
(name and address of employer)
duly authorized by a resolution of its board of directors
attached hereto;

(as indicated above, list the names and addresses of all
the employers in the group as well as the name of the
person duly authorized under a resolution of the
employer’s board of directors and attach that resolution
hereto)

DECLARING AS FOLLOWS:

The above corporations hereby bind themselves jointly
and severally toward the Commission de la santé et de la
sécurité du travail to pay the assessment up to a maxi-
mum of 50 % of the amount corresponding to the aggre-
gate results obtained by multiplying the total estimated
payroll for the assessment year for each employer in the
group by the risk-related portion of the rate applicable to
the employer under section 305 of the Act for the year
preceding the assessment year, and any interest due to
the Commission for the _____________assessment year
if any of the parties hereto is the object of a certificate
deposited with the clerk of the court of competent juris-
diction under section 322 of the Act.

An employer who ceases to form part of a group
remains bound by the security for the assessment relat-
ing to the part of the year during which it formed part of
the group.

An employer who is unable to stand surety for an-
other member of the group because it is prohibited from
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so doing by the Act under which it was incorporated
must indicate below the name of the member of the
group in question:

______________________ is unable to stand surety for
    (name of employer)

_____________________________________________
(name of member of the group)

______________________ is unable to stand surety for
    (name of employer)

_________________________________________________
(name of member of the group)

The parties hereto waive the benefits of discussion
and division.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties have signed through
their duly authorized representatives:

_______________________________________________
(name of the parent corporation)

Per: ___________________________ _____________
   (signature of duly authorized person)         (date)

________________________________________________
(name of employer)

Per: ___________________________ _____________
   (signature of duly authorized person)         (date)

(name and signature of any other employers)

SCHEDULE 4
(s. 45)

APPLICATION TO FORM A GROUP FOR THE
PURPOSE OF RETROSPECTIVE ADJUSTMENT
OF THE ASSESSMENT

(Regulation respecting retrospective adjustment of
the assessment)

The employers designated below, forming subgroups,
including a residual subgroup where applicable, hereby
request that each subgroup of employers, and the re-
sidual subgroup of employers thus formed where appli-
cable, be considered one and the same employer for the
purpose of retrospective adjustment of the assessment.

They declare that they form a group within the mean-
ing of Division II of Chapter VI of the Regulation re-
specting retrospective adjustment of the assessment.

They appoint the following person to act as the group’s
representative with the Commission.

Name of the representative ________________________

Title _________________________________________

Corporation ___________________________________

Legal entity No. ________________________________

Address ______________________________________

_____________________________________________

Telephone ____________________________________

Designation of employers in every subgroup and,
where applicable, in the residual subgroup, with the
signature of the person authorized to sign the applica-
tion, and designation of the employer authorized to in-
form the Commission of the limit elected under Subdivi-
sion 2 of Division I of Chapter III. For each subgroup
and residual subgroup, specify if it is the parent corpora-
tion or the second-level parent corporation.

Subgroup
“employer” ____________________________________

(designation)

___________________ _______________________
Signature Date

(duly authorized person)

They designate the following employer ____________
to inform the Commission of the election made under
Subdivision 2 of Division I of Chapter III.

Subgroup
“employer” ____________________________________

(designation)

___________________ _______________________
Signature Date

(duly authorized person)

They designate the following employer _____________
to inform the Commission of the election made under
Subdivision 2 of Division I of Chapter III.

Residual subgroup
“employer” ____________________________________

(designation)

___________________ _______________________
Signature Date

(duly authorized person)
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They designate the following employer ____________
to inform the Commission of their election under

Subdivision 2 of Division I of Chapter III.

SCHEDULE 5
(s. 54)

SECURITY

(Regulation respecting retroactive adjustment of
the assessment)

Subgroup (or residual subgroup where applicable)
(Specify if it is the parent corporation or the second-
level parent corporation that must sign this security
notwithstanding that it is not an employer)

APPEARING:

_____________________________________________,
represented by ________________________________,

(name and address of employer)
duly authorized by a resolution of its board of directors
attached hereto;

_____________________________________________________________________________,
represented by ________________________________,

(name and address of employer)
duly authorized by a resolution of its board of directors
attached hereto;

(as indicated above, list the names and addresses of all
the employers in the subgroup or, where applicable, in
the residual subgroup, as well as the name of the person
duly authorized under a resolution of the employer’s
board of directors and attach that resolution hereto)

DECLARING AS FOLLOWS:

The above corporations hereby bind themselves jointly
and severally toward the Commission de la santé et de la
sécurité du travail to pay the assessment up to 50 % of
the amount corresponding to the aggregate results ob-
tained by multiplying the total estimated payroll for
each employer in the subgroup or residual subgroup for
the assessment year by the risk-related portion of the
rate applicable to the employer under section 305 of the
Act for the year preceding the assessment year, and any
interest due to the Commission for the _____________as-
sessment year if any of the parties hereto is the object of
a certificate deposited with the clerk of the court of
competent jurisdiction under section 322 of the Act.

An employer who ceases to form part of a subgroup,
or, where applicable, of a residual subgroup, remains
bound by the security for the assessment relating to the

part of the year during which it formed part of the
subgroup or residual subgroup.

An employer who is unable to stand surety for an-
other member of the subgroup or the residual subgroup
because it is prohibited from so doing by the Act under
which it was incorporated must indicate below the name
of the member of the subgroup or of the residual sub-
group in question:

______________________ is unable to stand surety for
      (name of employer)

_____________________________________________________________________________
(name of member of the subgroup or

of the residual subgroup)

______________________ is unable to stand surety for
   (name of employer)

_____________________________________________________________________________
(name of member of the subgroup or

of the residual subgroup)

The parties hereto waive the benefits of discussion
and division.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties have signed through
their duly authorized representatives:

_______________________________________________
(name of the corporation)

Per: ______________________________ __________
(signature of duly authorized person) (date)

______________________________________________
(name of employer)

Per: ______________________________ __________
(signature of duly authorized person) (date)

(name and signature of any other employers)

SCHEDULE 6
(s. 71)

APPLICATION TO FORM A GROUP FOR THE
PURPOSE OF RETROSPECTIVE ADJUSTMENT
OF THE ASSESSMENT

(Regulation respecting retrospective adjustment of
the assessment)

The employers designated below hereby apply to be
considered as one and the same employer for the pur-
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poses of retrospective adjustment of the assessment for
the ________ assessment year.

They declare that they form a group within the mean-
ing of Division III of Chapter VI of the Regulation
respecting retrospective adjustment of the assessment.

They appoint __________ (insert name of person) to
inform the Commission of the assumption limit elected
under Subdivision 2 of Division I of Chapter III.

Designation of each institution, with the signature of
the person authorized to sign the application:

“institution”: ___________________________________

“institution”: __________________________________

_______________________________   ____________
   Signature of duly authorized person             Date

2307

Draft Regulation
An Act respecting municipal taxation
(R.S.Q., c. F-2.1)

Single-use immovables of an industrial
or institutional nature
— Method of assessment

Notice is hereby given, in accordance with sections
10 and 11 of the Regulations Act (R.S.Q., c. R-18.1),
that the Regulation respecting the method of assessment
of single-use immovables of an industrial or institu-
tional nature, the text of which appears below, may be
made by the Government upon the expiry of 45 days
following this publication.

The purpose of the draft Regulation is to prescribe a
method of assessment for single-use immovables of an
industrial or institutional nature.

To that end, it first proposes a definition of the ex-
pression “single-use immovables of an industrial or in-
stitutional nature”. Then, it proposes that, as a method of
assessment of the immovables, an application of the cost
approach which consists, as a first step, in establishing
the cost of the new constructions which are part of such
an immovable by taking into account their exact outside
dimensions, as they exist on a precise date, and the
materials and techniques currently used on that date for
building such constructions. The draft Regulation pro-
vides that it is then required to subtract from that cost,
where applicable, any depreciation, in particular the

depreciation to take into account the significant differ-
ence existing, where it is expedient, between the space
that could be usable in the construction taken into con-
sideration for the establishment of the cost of the new
constructions and the space actually usable in the con-
struction to be assessed. Finally, it indicates that the
value of the lot established according to the common
rules shall be added to the difference obtained.

To date, study of the matter has revealed little impact
on businesses apart from the fact that the owners of
single-use immovables of an industrial nature, as well as
municipal assessors, will be governed by the new as-
sessment rules provided for in the draft Regulation.

Further information may be obtained by contacting
Andrée Drouin, 20, rue Pierre-Olivier-Chauveau, aile
Chauveau, 2e étage, Québec, G1R 4J3; tel. (418) 691-
2030; fax: (418) 643-3455.

Any interested person having comments to make on
the draft Regulation is asked to send them in writing,
before the expiry of the 45-day period, to the Minister of
Municipal Affairs, 20, rue Pierre-Olivier-Chauveau, aile
Chauveau, 3e étage, Québec, G1R 4J3.

RÉMY TRUDEL,
Minister of Municipal Affairs

Regulation respecting the method of
assessment of single-use immovables of
an industrial or institutional nature
An Act respecting municipal taxation
(R.S.Q., c. F-2.1, s. 262, par. 10)

1. For the purposes of this Regulation, a “single-use
immovable of an industrial or institutional nature” means
a unit of assessment which, on the date provided for in
the first paragraph of section 46 of the Act respecting
municipal taxation (R.S.Q., c. F-2.1), meets the follow-
ing conditions:

(1) the value, entered on the roll in force, of the
constructions which are part of the immovable is
$5 000 000 or more;

(2) it is not totally disused;

(3) it is not likely to be subject to a sale by agree-
ment;

(4) the constructions which are part of it are specifi-
cally designed and laid out for carrying on a predomi-
nant activity of an industrial or institutional nature; and


